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AHMAD-	R	Al	M
SMhjaMn II	—	—	—
Muhammad	—	7	—
Ahmad	—	—
'Alamgir II	—	2
SMhjahan HI	—	1	—
Shah 'Alam II	—	3	—
Bid&r-Bakht	—	1	—
Akbar II	—	1	*
The coinage of the Ahnftad^Md mint has been admirably dealt
with by Dr. G. P. Taylor in his article in the J.&.A.S. Bom.,
vol. XX, No. LVI, pp. 409-447, and in a note on 'Akbar's
copper coins of AhmaddMd' in the /. A. S. B., 1904, Num. Supp, IV,
art. 26.
AhmadaMd was founded in a.d. 1411 (a.h. 814) by Ahmad
Shah I, sovereign of the independent kingdom of Gujar&t In Western
India, and became the capital of that principality. The connexion
of the MugLals with Gujarat began in the reign of Hum&yi'm who,
after overrunning M£lw&, proceeded to invade Gujar&t and drove the
reigning sovereign BaMdur SMh to seek protection from the
Portuguese. Copper coins were struck by the invader at Ch&mp&nfr
(L.M.C., p. 12) in A. H. 942, but there is none in the present
collection.
As a Mughal mint the history of Ahma<M>&d starts in A, H* 980,
when Gujarat was annexed by Akbar, and No, 76 of thin catalogue
is a specimen of the first gold coins issued in Akbar's name* No. 77
is another coin of the same year, but on it Ahrnad&blid is called
1 D&ru-l-khil£fat'. The latter type only is noticed in Dr. Taylor's
paper, but he mentions a rupee of 980 very similar to No. 76. The
type changed both for gold and silver in 981 and again in 982,
AhmaddMd now being known as f D&ru-s-saltanat', Five yeans later,
in 987, Akbar introduced a square coinage (Noa 82 and 114), the
Kalima on the obverse being in a diamond for gold, a square for
silver, issues, the four sides of which are formed by elongating some
of the letters of the marginal legends. No gold coxn« of Akbar neem
to have issued from the Ahmad&b£d mint after 987, but this aqiwre
type continued in silver till a. H. 1000. In 1000 and 1001 while the
orthodox inscriptions remained the Hijra date waa replaced by the
Ilahi year (No. 127), and the epithet * Dani-s-saltanat' was dropped ;
but some time during the latter year the I16H1 coins, with the
Akbari creed on the obverse and the date, month, and mint on the
reverse, made their appearance, square at first, but changing to
round in the course of the thirty-ninth year. Another variation

